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Investigations On Metamaterial Slot Antenna For
Different Wireless Applications
P. Saleem Akram
Abstract: In this paper a miniaturized three band metamaterial antenna is proposed for different wireless applications. The antenna is evaluated in three
design models, the operating bands are 8 GHz and 6.9 GHz. The proposed antenna design has a ring monopole, with dB bandwidth of about (7.49GHz) (6.3-7.25GHz) (7-8.9GHz) are used for WLAN, WiMAX, C and X-band applications. Antenna design plots in HFSS tool and Origin pro to analyse
further. The antenna has good impedance matching, acceptable gain and stable radiation characteristics across the operational bandwidths. This
proposed antenna models are designed using the HFSS as well origin pro software and same were compared for analysis.
Index Terms : Metamaterial, Ring monopole, Impedance matching, WLAN, WiMAX, Wireless Applications.
————————————————————

1.

INTRODUCTION

As the microwave metamaterials has accomplished
momentous significance due to their exceptional properties
which are not found in the nature. And coming to the
electromagnetic highlights are not as in the ordinary
materials, like negative refraction, Doppler move inversion,
and converse Cherenkov radiation [1]. The main target of
meta material hypothesis is to conduct the atoms and they
have been realized as they are reconfigurable structures
along these lines we can state that versatile meta material
unit cells are one step nearer to this objective [2]. To
demonstrate the Meta material conduct, a unit cell ought to
be energized by an appropriate electric and attractive fields.
For instance, the attractive field ought to be opposite to the
rings and the electric field parallel to the lines of the
structure. One of the rules of the Meta material is to regulate
its unit cell's response to the outside fields. Reconfigurable
Meta materials have many intriguing applications in the field
of receiving wire and proliferation. High information rate and
higher channel limit are the primary objectives of the
emerging wireless technologies correspondence framework,
which can be accomplished by Multiple Input Multiple Output
[3]. In order to achieve the best spectral efficiency, we need
to have the more antennas to avoid the scattering and
reflection in a multipath environment. In order to get desired
response from radio spectrum to the optical spectrum by
interfering the active materials which are used to get the
tenability [4]. The active materials like liquid crystals, plotene
and the semiconductors which can be considered by the
external factors like temperature, light, voltage. As these
methods cannot produce the dynamic and a real time
regulation. Without the need of the active materials or the
complicated process, micro structural reconfiguration which
is used.
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Previously the planar microstructure were used and these
are being done by the 3 dimensional rotatable resonators.
The double split ring resonator has the good tenability which
has the ability to overcome the defects of the conventional
type of the tunable electromagnetic Meta devices [5-8]. In
order to reduce the size of the antenna we are using a
reliable method called the zeroth order resonance as it does
not depend on the physical dimensions only it depends on
the lumped parameters [9]. In the modern wireless
communication, we are using compact multi band antennas
we can use them in the applications like the wireless local
area network, wireless fidelity and the micro wave access in
order to overcome the bombarding of the other frequency
bands [10-12]. In order to achieve the more antenna
bandwidth we are using asymmetric coplanar waveguide. As
the circularly polarized antenna has the more intensity
towards more transmitter receiver orientation and has the
minimizing the effects of the multipath and has the good
flexibility [13-15]. As the user receives the electromagnetic
radiation continuously radiated by the mobiles it effects the
tissues of the body which causes harm to the body. It causes
the physical problem such as problems such as cancer and
other problem [16-17]. Human body receives certain amount
of radiation it is defined by the specific absorption rate in
order to decrease the radiation we are using low specific
absorption ratio which is done by RF shield. One of the
antennas has the low special absorption rate which radiates
less amount known as meandered monopole antenna [18]. In
order to achieve the negative permittivity and the
permeability these are of unusual characteristic and not
found in the conventional nature even we have the
enhancement of the gain [19]. The remaining gaps are filled
with the capacitance and the remaining stripped lines are
filled with inductances [20-22]. In order to reduce the multi
path effect and natural loss in the receivers we use circularly
polarized antennas. The wearable reception apparatus plays
out a huge job in Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) and a
wide assortment of different applications [23-24]. To
accomplish adaptability, metal have introduced plotene
printed receiving wire on an adaptable substrate [25].
Smaller stacked fix receiving wire was intended for WLAN/Wi
MAX applications however not found reasonable for on-body
correspondence frameworks [26]. We consider a double
band however non wearable radio wire for body-driven
correspondence is proposed to accomplish most extreme
information control for 1-g-SAR and found insufficient for
body-driven correspondence [27]. Presents conformal AMC
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reception apparatus with diminished SAR for the wearable
applications.
Because of the structure limitation, for
example, SAR, the move in reverberating band, bring down
FBR and so on and plan complexities, for example, twisting
in radio wire structure due to the conformal human body,
distortion in the reception apparatus structure because of
body development, planning an on-body receiving wire for
WBAN is as yet taken as a requesting work [28]. There are
two principle techniques to understand the beam scanning
execution in writings One is to accomplish beam scanning
electrically, for example, a staged cluster reception
apparatus coordinated with the sustaining systems an lot of
attenuators and stage shifters went with complex beam
forming calculations [29-31].

b). Dual ring monopole Antenna Design Model:

Fig 2(a): Top View

2. ANTENNA DESIGN SIMULATION MODELS:
The proposed design of miniaturization of miniaturization
through multi band operation is achieved by ring monopole
and rectangular slot in the design. In this design multi band
phenomena are achieved through rectangular slot which has
wide band compact size and ease of integration. Now in this
we took as reference and developed the ring monopole
which gives good performance.
In our design there is a small edge of ground which is bottom
of the antenna with rectangular slot
Step 1: This basic ring monopole has been obtained from the
[32]. It has the frequency of 6.5GHz
Step 2: By inserting the circular ring monopole we have
attained the frequency
Step 3: By inserting the circular antenna we have attained
the frequency in the range of (7.5 -9.0 GHz)
a). Simple single ring monopole Antenna Design Model:

Fig 1(a): Top View
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Fig 2(b): Side View

Fig 2: Proposed Antenna Model 2 – Dual ring monoplole
Antenna design model
In Fig.2 (a) The antenna design model consists of ring
resonator inside ring monopole antenna of size 24.8mm in
length and 30mm in breath is shown while Fig 2 (b) Ground
plane having rectangular slot of size 20mm in length and
14mm in breath is shown. Intern the entire combination is
represented in Fig.2 which contains sTwo ring pole Proposed
antenna design model two with ring resonator inside ring
monopole of radius 8.25mm and 4.2mm and ground with
above measurements.
c). Split ring inside ring monopole Antenna Design Model:

Fig 3(a): Top View

Fig 1(b): Side View

Fig 1: Proposed Antenna Model 1 – Single ring monoplole
Antenna design model

Fig 3(b): Side View

Fig 3: Proposed Antenna Model 3 – Split inside ring
monoplole Antenna design model

In Fig.1(a) shows the antenna design model consists of the
simple ring monopole antenna of size 24.8mm in length and
30mm in breath While in Fig 1(b) ground plane has
rectangular slot of size 20mm in length and 14mm in breath
is shown. This entire comination represents the structure of
Ring monopole proposed antenna design model one with
simple ring monopole having radius =8.25mm and ground
with above measurements.

In Fig.3 (a) the antenna design model consists of split ring
inside ring monopole antenna of size 24.8mm in length and
30mm in breath is shown and Fig 3 (b) represents ground
plane has rectangular slot of size 20mm in length and 14mm
in breath. The Fig.3 represents detachhed monopole
proposed antenna design model three with ring monopole
having raidus q=1.9mm and ground with above
measurements.
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS
a). Return Loss Plots

Fig 5 (b)

Fig 5: Return Loss plots for proposed antenna model 2 operates at

6.3GHz

Fig 4 (a)
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In the above mention plot fig 5 (a) is obtained from HFSS
tool and the plot fig 5(b) is obtained by using origin pro
software. In the above plot the proposed antenna shows that
it operates at 6.3GHz and having bandwidth of
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6.3 GHz – 7.25 GHz.
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Fig 4 (b)
Fig 4: Return Loss plots for Proposed antenna model 1 operates at
8.GHz
In the above mention plot fig 4(a) is obtained from HFSS tool andthe

Fig 6(a)

plot in fig 4(b) is obtained from origin pro software. The both plot
shows the proposed antenna model 1 works at 8GHz having
bandwidth of 7.4 GHz - 9 GHz.

Fig 6(b)

Fig 6: Return Loss plots for proposed antenna model 3
Fig 5 (a)

operates at 8GHz.

In the above mention plot fig 6(a) is obtained in HFSS tool
and the plot fig 6(b) is obtained by using origin pro software.
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In the above plot the proposed antenna works
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at 8GHz

which is having bandwidth of 7 GHz – 8.9 GHz.

b). Radiation Pattern:

Fig.7: Gain plot for Proposed antenna model 1
Fig 10: 3D polar plot of Proposed antenna model 1
Above mention figure fig7 represents gain plot of proposed antenna
In fig 10 we can observe the 1.99db gain obtained from polar plot.
model 1, which is having gain of -0.49db.

Fig 8: Gain plot for Proposed antenna model 2
Fig 11: 3D polar plot of Proposed antenna model 2

Fig 8 represents the gain plot of proposed antenna model which is
having gain of -2.8db.

In fig 11 we can observe the 1.86dB gain obtained from polar plot.

Fig.9: Gain plot for Proposed antenna model 2

Above figure Fig 9 is the gain plot of antenna desin fig 3a having
Fig 12: 3D polar plot of Proposed antenna model 2

gain is -0.6 dB.
C) Gain (Polar Plot):

In fig 12 we can observe the 1.9936dB gain obtained from
polar plot.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From Fig 4, Fig 5 and Fig 6, we can finalise that the
proposed antenna Model 1,2 and 3 are going to operates at
different frquecy ranges 8GHz, 6.3 GHz and 8 GHz with a
bandwidth of 7.4 GHz - 9 GHz, 6.3GHz-7.25 GHz and 7 GHz
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- 8.9 GHz respectively and the same comprison table was
given below in Table1.
TABLE:1 Comparison Of Results of Various Metamaterial
Antenna Designs
Figure name

band width

Ring mono pole
Two ring pole
Detachhed
monopole

7.4 GHz - 9 GHz
6.3GHz-7.25 GHz

Resonating
frequency
8 GHz
6.3 GHz

7 GHz - 8.9 GHz

8 GHz

We also observed best Radiation patterns of proposed
antenna Model 1, 2 and 3 from the Fig 7, Fig 8 and Fig 9.
From the Fig 10, Fig 11 and Fig 12 we can conclude that our
proposed antenna Model 1, 2 and 3 are also having the best
gain values as 1.99dB, 1.86dB and 1.99dB. By Comparing all
the proposed antenna models, we can conclude that with
slight variations in ring monopole antenna we can able to get
a tiny metamaterial antenna which will be able to having the
varios applications in realtime.

5. CONCLUSION:
A planar three band miniaturized metamaterial antenna was
designed and analysed in this paper. The performance of the
antenna is studied with the help of simulations and
measurements. The basic design which is having ring
monopole gives bandwidth of 7.4GHz to 9 GHz which comes
under C-band works for satellite communication and X-band
applications like fixed and mobile satellites, Earth exploration
purpose. By making slight variations in the above design like
inserting a ring which gives band width of 6.3 GHz to 7.25
GHz but works only in C-band and later replacing the ring
with a small cut gives 7 GHz to 8.9 GHz which comes under
C band and X-band applications like fixed and mobile
satellites, earth exploration purpose respectively. The
compact size, ease of design, acceptable gain and stable
radiation characteristics makes the proposed design suitable
for WLAN, WiMAX, C and X-band applications.
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